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Moses: When Harriet Tubman
Led Her People To Freedom
(Caldecott Honor Book)
A biography of Harriet Tubman written in verse, in which
poem and watercolor come together to honor a woman of
humble origins whose courage and compassion make
her larger than life.
"Sharing a story of slavery isn't ever easy for any
educator, yet Christine helps learners to think critically
about American slavery while telling a more humanizing
and accurate account of Harriet Tubman's life. Her
developmentally appropriate language and visual
graphics are just right for our elementary classrooms"
--Britt Hawthorne, Anti-bias/Anti-racist Teacher-Educator
(britthawthorne.com) "What a beautiful biography of
Harriet Tubman! Christine is a wonderful storyteller,
finding just the right words for this important history. I
loved the reflection questions, as well as how visually
engaging this book is for young readers." --Jason Biehl,
founder of Change The Narrative "So many beautiful
illustrations and interesting details about Araminta Ross
aka the legendary Harriet Tubman!" --Lisa Trusiani,
author of American Trailblazers: 50 Remarkable People
Who Shaped U.S. History, winner of the 2019 Lupine
Honors Award
His white teacher tells her all-black class, You'll all wind
up porters and waiters. What did she know? Gordon
Parks is most famous for being the first black director in
Hollywood. But before he made movies and wrote books,
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he was a poor African American looking for work. When
he bought a camera, his life changed forever. He taught
himself how to take pictures and before long, people
noticed. His success as a fashion photographer landed
him a job working for the government. In Washington DC,
Gordon went looking for a subject, but what he found was
segregation. He and others were treated differently
because of the color of their skin. Gordon wanted to take
a stand against the racism he observed. With his camera
in hand, he found a way. Told through lyrical verse and
atmospheric art, this is the story of how, with a single
photograph, a self-taught artist got America to take
notice.
Examines the accomplishments of the ex-slave, who,
after escaping from the South, risked her own life and
freedom to save hundreds of others through the
Underground Railroad and became an outspoken
advocate for the abolition of slavery.
Describes Tubman's spiritual journey as she hears the
voice of God guiding her north to freedom on that very
first trip to escape the brutal practice of forced servitude.
Tubman would make nineteen subsequent trips back
south, never being caught, but none as profound as this
first one.
Eleven Slaves, Their Lives and Dreams Brought to Life
by Ashley Bryan
Myth, Memory, and History
Freedom in Congo Square
Harriet Tubman in Her Own Words
How the Photographer Captured Black and White
America
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Freedom Over Me
The "Pat-a-Cake" tale is given a jazzy twist as the
horn, piano, bass, and drums are played and children
twist, dance, and jitterbug to the beat of the music.
Describes the early life and career of Harriet Tubman,
whose childhood name was Minty, and who's dreams
of escaping slavery on the Brodas plantation in the
late 1820s came true.
Enslaved African Americans longed for freedom, and
that longing took many forms—including music.
Drawing on biblical imagery, slave songs both
expressed the sorrow of life in bondage and offered a
rallying cry for the spirit. Like a Bird brings together
text, music, and illustrations by Coretta Scott King
Award–winning illustrator Michele Wood to convey the
rich meaning behind thirteen of these powerful songs.
Describes Tubman's spiritual journey as she hears the
voice of God guiding her north to freedom on that
very first trip to escape the brutal practice of forced
servitude. Tubman would make nineteen subsequent
trips back south, never being caught, but non
Introduces "the life of Lena Horne, the pioneering
African American actress, [singer], and civil rights
activist"--Amazon.com.
Harriet Tubman
A Verse Novel of Marilyn Monroe
When Harriet Tubman Led Her People to Freedom
The Center for Cartoon Studies Presents
We Were There at the First Airplane Flight

This concise biography of Harriet Tubman, the African
American abolitionist, explores her various roles as an
Underground Railroad conductor, Civil War scout and nurse,
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and women's rights advocate. * Maps and detailed
descriptions of the major Underground Railroad routes
Tubman used in guiding fugitives to freedom * 24 primary
source excerpts from newspapers, contemporary
correspondence, and Tubman's military records * 13
photographs
“In this stunning biography of Fannie Lou Hamer, we walk
beside her through tears and smiles on a remarkable journey
of resilience and determination that leaves us transformed.” —
Booklist (starred review) Despite fierce prejudice and abuse,
even being beaten to within an inch of her life, Fannie Lou
Hamer was a champion of civil rights from the 1950s until her
death in 1977. Integral to the Freedom Summer of 1964, Ms.
Hamer gave a speech at the Democratic National Convention
that, despite President Johnson’s interference, aired on
national TV news and spurred the nation to support the
Freedom Democrats. Featuring vibrant mixed-media art full
of intricate detail, Voice of Freedom celebrates Fannie Lou
Hamer’s life and legacy with a message of hope,
determination, and strength.
Japanese edition of the Caldecott Honor Book (2007) Moses:
When Harriet Tubman Led Her People to Freedom, her
spiritual and physical journey in the slave south, and how she
helped lead hundreds to freedom. In Japanese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
Nikki Grimes offers a glimpse into the inspiring lives of Susan
B. Anthony and Harriet Tubman, with breathtaking
illustrations by Michele Wood! What if Harriet Tubman and
Susan B. Anthony sat down over tea to reminisce about their
extraordinary lives? What would they recall of their triumphs
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and struggles as they fought to achieve civil rights for African
Americans and equal rights for women? And what other
historical figures played parts in their stories? These questions
led Coretta Scott King Award winner Nikki Grimes to create
Chasing Freedom, an engaging work of historical fiction
about two of the nineteenth century's most powerful, and
inspiring, American women. With breathtaking illustrations by
Coretta Scott King Award winner Michele Wood, Chasing
Freedom richly imagines the experiences of Tubman and
Anthony, set against the backdrop of the Underground
Railroad, the Civil War, and the Women's Suffrage Movement.
Additional back matter invites curious young readers to
further explore this period in history--and the larger-than-life
figures who lived it.
A brother and sister meet Orville and Wilbur Wright and assist
the inventors in realizing their dream of human flight.
Reviewed by historical consultants for accuracy and
illustrated with 35 dramatic drawings.
So Tall Within
The Tubman Command
Walking the Way of Harriet Tubman
Lead Us to Freedom, Harriet Tubman!
Before She Was Harriet
Like a Bird
Newbery Honor Book Coretta Scott King Author Honor
Book Coretta Scott King Illustrator Honor Book Using
original slave auction and plantation estate documents,
Ashley Bryan offers a moving and powerful picture
book that contrasts the monetary value of a person
with the priceless value of life experiences and dreams
that a slave owner could never take away. Imagine
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being looked up and down and being valued as less
than chair. Less than an ox. Less than a dress. Maybe
about the same as…a lantern. This gentle yet deeply
powerful way goes to the heart of how a slave is given
a monetary value by the slave owner, tempering this
with the one thing that can’t be bought or sold:
dreams. Inspired by the actual will of a plantation
owner that lists the worth of each and every one of his
“workers,” the author has created collages around that
document, and others like it. Through fierce paintings
and expansive poetry, he imagines and interprets each
person’s life on the plantation, as well as the life their
owner knew nothing about—their dreams and pride in
knowing that they were worth far more than an
overseer or madam ever would guess. Visually epic,
and never before done, this stunning picture book is
unlike anything you’ve seen.
Young Harriet Tubman, whose childhood name was
Minty, dreams of escaping slavery on the Brodas
plantation in the late 1820s.
Harriet Tubman is one of America’s most beloved
historical figures, revered alongside luminaries
including Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass.
Harriet Tubman: Myth, Memory, and History tells the
fascinating story of Tubman’s life as an American icon.
The distinguished historian Milton C. Sernett compares
the larger-than-life symbolic Tubman with the actual
“historical” Tubman. He does so not to diminish
Tubman’s achievements but rather to explore the
interplay of history and myth in our national
consciousness. Analyzing how the Tubman icon has
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changed over time, Sernett shows that the various
constructions of the “Black Moses” reveal as much
about their creators as they do about Tubman herself.
Three biographies of Harriet Tubman were published
within months of each other in 2003–04; they were the
first book-length studies of the “Queen of the
Underground Railroad” to appear in almost sixty years.
Sernett examines the accuracy and reception of these
three books as well as two earlier biographies first
published in 1869 and 1943. He finds that the three
recent studies come closer to capturing the “real”
Tubman than did the earlier two. Arguing that the
mythical Tubman is most clearly enshrined in stories
told to and written for children, Sernett scrutinizes
visual and textual representations of “Aunt Harriet” in
children’s literature. He looks at how Tubman has been
portrayed in film, painting, music, and theater; in her
Maryland birthplace; in Auburn, New York, where she
lived out her final years; and in the naming of schools,
streets, and other public venues. He also investigates
how the legendary Tubman was embraced and
represented by different groups during her lifetime and
at her death in 1913. Ultimately, Sernett contends that
Harriet Tubman may be America’s most malleable and
resilient icon.
Part of the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG
DREAMS series, discover the incredible life of Harriet
Tubman, the Underground Railroad conductor who
"never lost a single passenger." Little Harriet was born
into slavery on a plantation in Maryland. Though life
was hard, Harriet persisted. She used all of her
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strength and bravery to escape slavery and journey
north on the Underground Railroad. Harriet made the
dangerous mission back to the South many times,
fighting her whole life to bring others with her to
freedom. This moving book features stylish and quirky
illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a
biographical timeline with historical photos and a
detailed profile of the abolitionist's life. Little People,
BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and
educational games that explore the lives of outstanding
people, from designers and artists to scientists and
activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet
each began life as a child with a dream. This
empowering series offers inspiring messages to
children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board
books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading
aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions
present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed
gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by
theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games,
and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to
make the lives of these role models accessible to
children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding
people who will change the world with Little People, BIG
DREAMS!
The definitive biography of one of the most courageous
women in American history "reveals Harriet Tubman to
be even more remarkable than her legend" (Newsday).
Celebrated for her exploits as a conductor on the
Underground Railroad, Harriet Tubman has entered
history as one of nineteenth-century America's most
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enduring and important figures. But just who was this
remarkable woman? To John Brown, leader of the
Harper's Ferry slave uprising, she was General Tubman.
For the many slaves she led north to freedom, she was
Moses. To the slaveholders who sought her capture,
she was a thief and a trickster. To abolitionists, she was
a prophet. Now, in a biography widely praised for its
impeccable research and its compelling narrative,
Harriet Tubman is revealed for the first time as a
singular and complex character, a woman who defied
simple categorization. "In the first major biography of
Harriet Tubman in more than 100 years, we see the
heroine of children's books and biopics with a new
clarity and richness of detail." --Lev Grossman, Time
A Picture Book of Harriet Tubman
Scenes in the Life of Harriet Tubman
Moses
Harriet Tubman: Toward Freedom
BOX: Henry Brown Mails Himself to Freedom
I Am Harriet Tubman
A must-read for a deeper understanding of a wellconnected genius who enriched the cultural road map
for African Americans and books about them. ̶
Kirkus Reviews (starred review) Amid the scholars,
poets, authors, and artists of the Harlem Renaissance
stood an Afro‒Puerto Rican named Arturo Schomburg.
This law clerk s passion was to collect books, letters,
music, and art from Africa and the African diaspora and
bring to light the achievements of people of African
descent through the ages. A century later, his
groundbreaking collection, known as the Schomburg
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Center for Research in Black Culture, has become a
beacon to scholars all over the world. In luminous
paintings and arresting poems, two of children s
literature s top African-American scholars track Arturo
Schomburg s quest to correct history.
Two women with similar backgrounds. Both slaves; both
fiercely independent. Both great, in different ways.
Harriet Tubman: brave pioneer who led her fellow
slaves to freedom, larger than life . . . yearning to be
free. Sojourner Truth: strong woman who spoke up for
African American rights, tall as a tree . . . yearning to be
free. One day in 1864, the lives of these two women
came together. When Harriet Met Sojourner is a portrait
of these two remarkable women, from their inauspicious
beginnings to their pivotal roles in the battle for
America's future.
This poetic book is a resounding tribute to Tubman's
strength, humility, and devotion. With proper reverence,
Weatherford and Nelson do justice to the woman who,
long ago, earned over and over the name Moses.
A child lists various toys and finally comes to the
favorite plaything.
In a moving, lyrical tale about the cost and fragility of
freedom, a New York Times best-selling author and an
acclaimed artist follow the life of a man who
courageously shipped himself out of slavery. What have
I to fear? My master broke every promise to me. I lost
my beloved wife and our dear children. All, sold South.
Neither my time nor my body is mine. The breath of life
is all I have to lose. And bondage is suffocating me.
Henry Brown wrote that, long before he came to be
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known as Box, he entered the world a slave. He was
put to work as a child and passed down from one
generation to the next ̶ as property. When he was an
adult, his wife and children were sold away from him
out of spite. Henry Brown watched as his family left
bound in chains, headed to the deeper South. What
more could be taken from him? But then hope ̶ and
help ̶ came in the form of the Underground Railroad.
Escape! In stanzas of six lines each, each line
representing one side of a box, celebrated poet Carole
Boston Weatherford powerfully narrates Henry
Brown s story of how he came to send himself in a box
from slavery to freedom. Strikingly illustrated in rich
hues and patterns by artist Michele Wood, Box is
augmented with historical records and an introductory
excerpt from Henry s own writing as well as a time
line, notes from the author, and a bibliography.
A Biography Book for New Readers
A Biography
Gordon Parks
The Road to Freedom
Under the Quilt of Night
Hero of the Underground Railroad
Shows how the hardships of slavery, particularly the loss of her
family, caused Isabella Baumfree to walk towards freedom, to reinvent herself as Sojourner Truth, and to continue walking to abolish
slavery and for other reforms.
Describes the life of Harriet Tubman, who escaped from slavery in
Maryland only to return south many times as a conductor on the
Underground Railroad to lead others to freedom.
"At head of title: Center for Cartoon Studies presents."
MosesWhen Harriet Tubman Led Her People to FreedomJump At The
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Sun
"Gail Nelson is an unobtrusive narrator who lets Harriet Tubman's
deeds and personality speak for themselves. And speak they do!" AudioFile
When Harriet Met Sojourner
Schomburg: The Man Who Built a Library
Sojourner Truth's Long Walk Toward Freedom
The Life and the Life Stories
with audio recording
Voice of Freedom
Chosen as a New York Times Best Illustrated Book of 2016,
this poetic, nonfiction story about a little-known piece of
African American history captures a human's capacity to find
hope and joy in difficult circumstances and demonstrates how
New Orleans' Congo Square was truly freedom's heart.
Mondays, there were hogs to slop, mules to train, and logs to
chop. Slavery was no ways fair. Six more days to Congo
Square. As slaves relentlessly toiled in an unjust system in
19th century Louisiana, they all counted down the days until
Sunday, when at least for half a day they were briefly able to
congregate in Congo Square in New Orleans. Here they were
free to set up an open market, sing, dance, and play music.
They were free to forget their cares, their struggles, and their
oppression. This story chronicles slaves' duties each day,
from chopping logs on Mondays to baking bread on
Wednesdays to plucking hens on Saturday, and builds to the
freedom of Sundays and the special experience of an
afternoon spent in Congo Square. This book will have a
forward from Freddi Williams Evans (freddievans.com), a
historian and Congo Square expert, as well as a glossary of
terms with pronunciations and definitions. AWARDS: A Kirkus
Reviews Best Book of 2016 A School Library Journal Best
Book of 2016: Nonfiction Starred reviews from School Library
Journal, Booklist, Kirkus Reviews, and The Horn Book
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Magazine
Across fields, over fences, and through dark forests ó Two
cartoon flies accompany eBook readers as they follow Harriet
Tubman's daring escape from slavery, providing equal
measure of facts and fun while telling the story of this heroic
moment in American history.
Harriet Tubman’s name is known world-wide and her exploits
as a self-liberated Underground Railroad heroine are
celebrated in children’s literature, film, and history books, yet
no major biography of Tubman has appeared since 1943.
Jean M. Humez’s comprehensive Harriet Tubman is both an
important biographical overview based on extensive new
research and a complete collection of the stories Tubman told
about her life—a virtual autobiography culled by Humez from
rare early publications and manuscript sources. This book will
become a landmark resource for scholars, historians, and
general readers interested in slavery, the Underground
Railroad, the Civil War, and African American women. Born in
slavery in Maryland in or around 1820, Tubman drew upon
deep spiritual resources and covert antislavery networks
when she escaped to the north in 1849. Vowing to liberate
her entire family, she made repeated trips south during the
1850s and successfully guided dozens of fugitives to
freedom. During the Civil War she was recruited to act as spy
and scout with the Union Army. After the war she settled in
Auburn, New York, where she worked to support an extended
family and in her later years founded a home for the indigent
aged. Celebrated by her primarily white antislavery
associates in a variety of private and public documents from
the 1850s through the 1870s, she was rediscovered as a race
heroine by woman suffragists and the African American
women’s club movement in the early twentieth century. Her
story was used as a key symbolic resource in education,
institutional fundraising, and debates about the meaning of
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"race" throughout the twentieth century. Humez includes an
extended discussion of Tubman’s work as a public performer
of her own life history during the nearly sixty years she lived
in the north. Drawing upon historiographical and literary
discussion of the complex hybrid authorship of slave narrative
literature, Humez analyzes the interactive dynamic between
Tubman and her interviewers. Humez illustrates how
Tubman, though unable to write, made major unrecognized
contributions to the shaping of her own heroic myth by early
biographers like Sarah Bradford. Selections of key documents
illustrate how Tubman appeared to her contemporaries, and a
comprehensive list of primary sources represents an
important resource for scholars.
When night falls, and all is quiet, a slave girl starts to run. She
follows the moon into the woods, leading her loved ones
away from their master. There's only one place where he
might not find them, and it's under the quilt of night. Guided
by the stars, they head north in the direction of freedom. At
last, the girl sees a quilt -- the quilt with a center square made
from deep blue fabric -- and knows it's a signal from friends
on the Underground Railroad, welcoming her into their home.
And so she steps forward... Deborah Hopkinson and James
E. Ransome team up again, in this stunning companion to
Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt. Ransome's rich,
powerful illustrations elicit all the emotion and suspense of
Hopkinson's words, in a story that's sure to make your heart
race and leave you breathless.
Harriet Tubman’s fame as a conductor on the Underground
Railroad led to her nickname: Moses. She displayed
considerable courage leading fugitive slaves to freedom and,
incredibly, never lost a “passenger.” Less well known is
Tubman’s service in the Union army as a scout and spy
during the Civil War. This captivating volume uses Tubman’s
own remembrances as well as other primary sources to
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provide a greater understanding of her astonishing life story
as well as major issues of the United States in the 1800s.
Historic photographs, fact boxes, and sidebars add valuable
information to the main text and appealing design.
The Story of Harriet Tubman
Imagining a Life
The Art of the American Slave Song
Jazz Baby
A Story of Young Harriet Tubman
The Legendary Miss Lena Horne

In a powerful novel in verse, an award-winning
author offers an eye-opening look at the life of
Marilyn Monroe. From the day she was born into
a troubled home to her reigning days as a
Hollywood icon, Marilyn Monroe (née Norma
Jeane Mortenson) lived a life that was often
defined by others. Here, in a luminous poetic
narrative, acclaimed author Carole Boston
Weatherford tells Marilyn's story in a way that
restores her voice to its rightful place: center
stage. Revisiting Marilyn's often traumatic early
life--foster homes, loneliness, sexual abuse, teen
marriage--through a hard-won, meteoric rise to
stardom that brought with it exploitation, pill
dependency, and depression, the lyrical narrative
continues through Marilyn's famous performance
at JFK's birthday party, three months before her
death. In a story at once riveting, moving, and
unflinching, Carole Boston Weatherford tells a
tale of extraordinary pain and moments of
unexpected grace, gumption, and perseverance,
as well as the inexorable power of pursuing one's
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dreams. A beautifully designed volume.
Presents the life of Harriet Tubman, who led
other slaves to freedom and helped win the war
that freed all slaves.
If you loved the movie HARRIET
https://www.focusfeatures.com/harriet/ you will
love THE TUBMAN COMMAND! From the
bestselling author of The Hamilton Affair, a novel
based on a thrilling chapter of Civil War history
and African American history, how Harriet
Tubman lead a Union raid to free 750 slaves. It’s
May 1863. Outgeneraled and outgunned, a
demoralized Union Army has pulled back with
massive losses at the Battle of Chancellorsville.
Fort Sumter, hated symbol of the Rebellion,
taunts the American navy with its artillery and
underwater mines. In Beaufort, South Carolina,
one very special woman, code named Moses, is
hatching a spectacular plan. Hunted by
Confederates, revered by slaves, Harriet Tubman
plots an expedition behind enemy lines to
liberate hundreds of bondsmen and recruit them
as soldiers. A bounty on her head, she has given
up husband and home for the noblest cause: a
nation of, by, and for the people. The Tubman
Command tells the story of Tubman at the height
of her powers, when she devises the largest
plantation raid of the Civil War. General David
Hunter places her in charge of a team of black
scouts even though skeptical of what one woman
can accomplish. For her gamble to succeed,
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“Moses” must outwit alligators, overseers, slave
catchers, sharpshooters, and even hostile Union
soldiers to lead gunships up the Combahee River.
Men stand in her way at every turn--though one
reminds her that love shouldn’t have to be the
price of freedom. It’s the perfect read before
going to see the big new movie about Harriet
Tubman, Harriet (November 2019) starring Kasi
Lemmons, Cynthia Erivo, and Janelle Monae.
Harriet Tubman, freedom fighter and leader in
the Underground Railroad, is one of the most
significant figures in US history. Her courage
and determination in bringing enslaved people to
freedom have established her as an icon of the
abolitionist movement. But behind the history of
the heroine called "Moses" was a woman of deep
faith. In Walking the Way of Harriet Tubman,
Therese Taylor-Stinson introduces Harriet, a
woman born into slavery whose unwavering faith
in God and practices in prayer and contemplation
carried her through insufferable abuse and
hardship. Her deep spirituality rooted in
mysticism, Christianity, and African indigenous
beliefs sustained her escape from slavery and led
her to an internal liberation, giving her the
strength and purpose to lead others on the road
to freedom. Harriet's lived spirituality illuminates
a profound path forward for those of us in the
fight for justice and equity--a freedom which
Black, Indigenous, Latinx, and people of color
must cultivate to be fully who we are called to be
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for ourselves and our communities. As the
luminous significance of Harriet Tubman's
spiritual life is revealed, so too is the path to our
own spiritual truth, advocacy, and racial justice
as we follow in her footsteps--for Black lives and
all people of color.
An adventure-filled retelling based on an episode
from the PBS KIDS television series Xavier
Riddle and the Secret Museum starring Harriet
Tubman. Based on the children's book series
Ordinary People Change the World by New York
Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer and
illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, the series
introduces kids to inspiring historical figures and
the character virtues that helped them succeed.
Brad, Xavier, and Yadina need help deciding who
the best superhero ever was. Luckily, Berby and
the Secret Museum know just where to send
them: back in time to meet Harriet Tubman, one
of the leaders of the Underground Railroad. This
episode-based 8x8 will focus on the traits that
made our heroes great--the traits that kids can
aspire to in order to live heroically themselves.
Chasing Freedom
Fannie Lou Hamer, Spirit of the Civil Rights
Movement
A Novel
Minty
My Favorite Toy
Beauty Mark

Scenes in the Life of Harriet Tubman:
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By SARAH H. BRADFORD. [Special
Illustrated Edition]
Follow the North Star
Public Mystic and Freedom Fighter
Harriet Tubman's Escape: A Fly on the
Wall History
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